
"Note to self: Do not stare directly at his smile.  It holds special powers."

Warning – this book may cause obsessive tendencies and indecisive behavior…

I'm Team Cush! No, Team Brooklyn!  No, Team Aiden!  No, No, TEAM HOTTIES!

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be the daughter of America's sweetheart? 
Living in a gorgeous house on the beach in Malibu and trying to figure out high school? In this 
book, you will meet Keatyn Douglass, a not-so-typical teen.  She is dating one of the hottest 
boys in high school.  Not to mention, she is friends with a surfer with the eyes the color of the 
ocean and a rock star who is going to be plastered on every girl's wall in the near future.  
Sounds like the perfect script?  Or is it?

A turn of events causes her whole script to be rewritten, which just goes to show that real life 
has other plans.

"Damn Disney & all their happily-ever-after, unrealistic bullshit stories."

Enter the attractive older man who may or may not have the best intentions for Keatyn, who 
offers her a once in a lifetime role that will change her life forever.

And let's not forget one of the most important questions asked in the entire series:

"Where is my perfect boy?  Could he be staring at the moon at this exact moment, wishing 
for me, too?"

Jillian Dodd is a gem who created an amazing book that is filled with a cup of romance, a spoon 
of craziness, and a dash of humor.  Follow Keatyn in this fast paced read…it's full of romance, 
hot boys, drama, hot boys, flirting, and hot boys that will have you swooning no matter your 
age.  You will find yourself living vicariously through Keatyn and just as addicted as the rest of 
us!  Feed your addiction by joining us in the Keatyn Chronicles Addicts Facebook group!

http://www.facebook.com/groups/426579377395445
http://www.facebook.com/groups/426579377395445

